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Limbsa b s t r a c t
Hox genes encode transcription factors necessary for patterning the major developing anterior to
posterior embryonic axis. In addition, during vertebrate evolution, various subsets of this gene
family were co-opted along with the emergence of novel body structures, such as the limbs or the
external genitalia. The morphogenesis of these axial structures thus relies in part upon the precisely
controlled transcription of speciﬁc Hox genes, a mechanism involving multiple long-range enhan-
cers. Recently, it was reported that such regulatory mechanisms were largely shared between differ-
ent developing tissues, though with some speciﬁcities, suggesting the recruitment of ancestral
regulatory modalities from one tissue to another. The analysis of chromatin architectures at HoxD
and HoxA loci revealed the existence of two ﬂanking topologically associating domains (TADs),
precisely encompassing the adjacent regulatory landscapes. Here, we discuss the function of these
TADs in the control of Hox gene regulation and we speculate about their capacity to serve as struc-
tural frameworks for the emergence of novel enhancers. In this view, TADs may have been used as
genomic niches to evolve pleiotropic regulations found at many developmental loci.
 2015 Federation of European Biochemical Societies. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
During vertebrate embryonic development, Hox genes are
expressed in a collinear manner leading to the sequential pattern-
ing of the main body axis in time and space [1,2]. In addition to the
implementation of this ancestral function, vertebrate Hox genes
are also involved in the development of secondary axial structures
such as the limbs or the external genitalia, or of different organs
like the intestinal cecum or hair follicles [3–8]. The emergence of
these various vertebrate evolutionary novelties is thought to derive
from mechanisms of genes neo-functionalization, a process that
was facilitated by the two rounds of genome duplication that
occurred at the root of the vertebrate radiation [9–11]. In this con-
text, both HoxD and HoxA cluster genes have been heavily studiedand can be considered as a paradigm to witness the co-option and
evolution of complex regulations [12–16].
The functional recruitment of Hox genes in novel body struc-
tures, distinct from the main anterior to posterior axis, occurred
preferentially via multiple enhancer sequences located outside
the gene clusters [17,18], as demonstrated thus far for HoxA and
HoxD. In both cases, such long-acting enhancer sequences are found
within ca. one megabase (Mb) from the clusters, either within
ﬂanking gene deserts (HoxD; [14,19–22]) or interspersed into
neighboring genes (HoxA; [12,15,23]). These large DNA intervals
thus generally contain several enhancers, often acting not only over
their speciﬁc target genes, but also over unrelated genes residing at
proximity (by-stander effects) and are referred to as ‘regulatory
landscapes’ [18]. Such developmental enhancers in series can either
display a similar speciﬁcity (e.g. [22,24]) or complement each other
to elaborate a ﬁnal transcription pattern [21] and hence regulatory
landscapes can modulate target transcription via enhancer integra-
tion, both qualitatively and quantitatively (see [25]).
The implementation of chromosome conformation capture (3C)
approaches [26] (see also [27,28]) to embryonic limb and brain
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the HoxD cluster interact with their target promoters even in the
absence of transcriptional activity, suggesting that the adjacent
one Mb large gene desert was a poised regulatory structure, also
present in negative cellular contexts. Upon activation and tran-
scription of target genes, however, additional contacts were scored
within this pre-formed architecture [21]. Such structural units,
referred to as topologically associating domains (TADs) were
reported to exist genome wide [29] and to represent an intermedi-
ate level of chromatin organization [30–33], a series of contiguous
domains wherein enhancers-promoters and/or enhancer-enhancer
interactions are privileged (see Refs. in [34–36]). Such an organiza-
tion of the genome in TADs is both conserved in mouse and human
and globally consistent across different cell types [30,31,37–40].
This complex three-dimensional architecture of chromatin is key
for proper transcriptional control (see [41]) and a number of recent
studies have suggested that TADs have a supporting role in long-
range gene regulation [42–45].
Below, we discuss the functional importance of TADs in the com-
plex regulation of Hox genes in embryo, during the development of
secondary body axes and other vertebrate-speciﬁc organs. We sug-
gest that these chromatin structures may have been instrumental
in the emergence of novel enhancers by providing opportunities
for factors to hi-jack a powerful and rather generic transcriptional
read-out. In turn, such regulatory co-optations may have solidiﬁed
and re-enforced the spatial architecture associated with these reg-
ulatory landscapes.
2. Bimodal regulation in developing limbs
The early development of vertebrate limbs is accompanied by
two successive waves of Hox gene transcription [3,46] (Refs. in
[47]), from both the HoxA and HoxD clusters. These two gene clus-
ters indeed cooperate to build the limbs, as shown by their com-
bined functional inactivation, which lead to severe limb
truncation [48]. In the case of the HoxD cluster, an initial phase
of activation (phase I) involves the sequential transcription, in both
time and space, of anterior and central Hoxd genes (from Hoxd1 to
Hoxd11) in the growing limb bud. This sub-group of genes is nec-
essary for the development of the proximal part of the limb,
including the future arm and forearm [49,50]. Soon after, a second
yet partially overlapping sub-group of Hoxd genes (from Hoxd8 to
Hoxd13), located toward the other (posterior) half of the cluster
become transcribed in the distal domain of the limb bud (phase
II) to drive the emergence of the most distal limb segment, which
will eventually give rise to digits [13] (Refs. in [51]).
These two successive expression phases, during which different
groups of neighboring genes are transcribed in concert, are con-
trolled by distinct regulatory landscapes located on either sides
of the HoxD gene cluster and corresponding to the two large gene
deserts that ﬂank this locus [19]. Initially, series of enhancers
located within the telomeric gene desert (on the Hoxd1 side) are
activated and control phase I expression, as demonstrated both
by 4C-seq experiments and by genetic approaches involving tar-
geted inversions and deletions of this regulatory landscape [20].
Hoxd9, for example, is robustly transcribed during this early phase
of expression. When this gene was used as a bait (a viewpoint) in a
4C approach using limb bud cells dissected out of E9.5 embryos, i.e.
at a stage when the second phase has not yet initiated, very signif-
icant interactions were scored telomeric to the HoxD cluster
(Fig. 1A and B). These contacts occurred within regions particularly
enriched for H3K27ac marks [20], which are generally associated
with active genes and enhancers [52,53]. Likewise, the 4C interac-
tion proﬁle established by Hoxd11, another gene transcribed during
this early phase, also involved contacts with the telomeric land-
scape, extending over the same genomic distance than for Hoxd9.In both cases, the 4C interactions domains had similar extents
and precisely matched the position of a TAD, as deﬁned by using
Hi-C in ES cells [30], i.e. a cell type where these Hoxd genes are
either silent or transcribed at very low level.
The second wave of Hoxd gene transcription in limb buds initi-
ates within a small group of posterior-distal cells, likely in
response to signals emanating from the Apical Ectodermal Ridge
(AER) in E10 limb bud. These cells strongly transcribe the Hoxd13
gene as well as Hoxd12 to Hoxd8, with a progressively weaker
activity. This linear decrease in transcriptional efﬁciency, initially
referred to as ‘quantitative collinearity’ [4] reﬂects the strong afﬁn-
ity of Hoxd13 for the relevant enhancers [13] and explains why this
latter gene is transcribed slightly more widely than other Hoxd
genes in presumptive digits, a phenomenon sometimes qualiﬁed
as ‘reverse collinearity’ [46]. Similar to the early phase I, this sec-
ond wave is controlled by multiple enhancer sequences, but in this
case located centromeric to the HoxD cluster (on the Hoxd13 side)
[14,16,18,21] (Fig. 1B). The interaction proﬁle of Hoxd13 in these
distal cells indeed has revealed at least seven blocks (islands) of
regulatory sequences spanning this gene-poor DNA interval.
Transgenic and genetic approaches have shown that these
sequences cooperate to elicit the ﬁnal transcriptional outcome in
presumptive digits cells (see [54]).
As for the telomeric landscape, this ‘regulatory archipelago’,
deﬁned by the 4C approach, precisely matches the extent of
another TAD [30], located immediately adjacent to the former
(Fig. 1A and B). As a consequence of this bimodal regulatory strat-
egy involving global enhancers ﬂanking both sides of the target
locus, the HoxD cluster is positioned at the border between two
distinct TADs (Fig. 1C), with different genes interacting toward dif-
ferent directions depending on their respective positions within
the gene cluster. A related situation seems to occur at the HoxA
cluster [12,15,30].
3. Speciﬁc and semi-constitutive interactions
During phase I, in the corresponding dissected proximal limb
cells, the telomeric TAD is fully active whereas the centromeric
TAD is inactive, as shown by the analysis of histone marks [20].
However, despite the negative ‘regulatory status’ of the cen-
tromeric TAD, robust constitutive contacts are observed between
Hoxd13, Hoxd12 and several islands of this TAD, indicating that a
poised architecture sequesters both genes thus preventing them
to interact with the active telomeric TAD (Fig. 1D) [20,55]. This
sequestration mechanism is essential to prevent the transcrip-
tional activation of Hoxd13 at times and in places where it is not
desirable, i.e. under the control of the telomeric TAD, due to its
dominant negative effect over other Hox genes [56]. An example
of these deleterious effects was provided by mice carrying the
Ulnaless (Ul) mutation. In this mutant stock, Hoxd13 is ectopically
expressed during phase I of limb development due to an inversion
of the HoxD locus [18], leading to a severe shortening of the prox-
imal limb [57,58].
Subsequently, in response to some signals, which may include
Hox13 proteins themselves starting to accumulate in distal cells
as a result of phase II initiation [59], the telomeric TAD becomes
inactive in these most distal cells, loosing its H3K27Ac marks and
accumulating H3K27me3 marks [20], i.e. a read-out of the poly-
comb repressive system. Here again, however, Hoxd genes located
near the telomeric desert such as Hoxd1 or Hoxd4 will maintain
strong constitutive interactions with the telomeric TAD, even after
telomeric enhancers will have terminate operating, for example
during digit development.
At about the same time when the telomeric TAD ﬁnishes to con-
trol transcription, the centromeric TAD becomes fully active in the
emerging presumptive digit cells. This transition can be visualized
Fig. 1. A regulatory switch between two adjacent TADs underlies the bimodal regulation occurring at the HoxD locus during limb development. (A) Schematic distribution of
TADs over 2.8 Mb on mouse chromosome 2, including the HoxD locus [data from [30]]. The color code (yellow for the telomeric TAD and blue for the centromeric TAD) is the
same for all panels and corresponds to the early (yellow) and late (blue) phases of limb development. (B) 4C smoothed interactions proﬁles established by Hoxd13 (orange
bar) in E12.5 digits (top proﬁle) and by Hoxd9 (orange vertical bar) in E9.5 forelimb buds (bottom proﬁle) [data from [14] (top) and [20] (bottom)]. The majority of contacts
established by Hoxd13 in digits outside the cluster itself are found within 1 Mb centromeric to the cluster, corresponding to a gene desert and matching the centromeric TAD
(blue). In forelimb buds, the interaction proﬁle is opposite, with most contacts observed telomeric to the cluster within the adjacent telomeric TAD (yellow). In both cases,
some weaker contacts are also observed outside, restricted to next adjacent TADs (gray shaded area). (C) The HoxD cluster (purple) is localized right at the border between the
two TADs. (D) During the early phase of limb development, which corresponds to the outgrowth of the future arm and forearm, a telomeric part of the HoxD cluster (from
Hoxd1 to Hoxd11) interacts with the telomeric TAD (yellow shaded) where it contacts enhancers sequences speciﬁc for this early phase of limb outgrowth (gray and yellow are
semi-constitutive and speciﬁc factors, respectively). (E) Subsequently, during the late phase of limb development, which will give rise to the distal part of the limbs (the
digits), the centromeric TAD will be activated (blue factors) and will interact with Hoxd13 and Hoxd12. Concomitantly, more centrally located Hox genes (from Hoxd11 to
Hoxd8) will switch their interactions from the telomeric to the centromeric TAD. These genes will all fall under the regulation of centromeric enhancers and participate to the
making of hands and feet. The schematics of limb buds in the right hand side depict the domains where the corresponding TADs are active. Adapted from [20,84].
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slightly different contacts proﬁle within the TAD. When using
Hoxd13 as a viewpoint in 4C-seq for example, a robust contact with
island III [21] is established, an interaction speciﬁcally and system-
atically observed upon active transcription of the target Hoxd genes
in vivo, while virtually absent from all other biological contexts
assayed thus far. This speciﬁc interaction seems to be sensitive to
an in vivo physiological context since it is absent either from brain
or ES cells (e.g. [21,30]), or from cultured immortalized limb bud
cells [60]. This illustrates the necessity to study these interactions
in the proper developing embryo rather than in less physiological
systems. In the latter case, however, the constitutive interactions
associated with the presence of the centromeric TAD were faith-
fully revealed by using a 5C approach [60]. A similar observation
applies to island II-1, where contacts are signiﬁcantly enriched in
digit cells where Hoxd genes are fully active, when compared to
the genital bud (see Fig. 2; [14]).
Such an internal reorganization in the interaction patterns
within the same TAD upon target gene activation, whichwas assim-
ilated to a kind of chromatin ‘allosteric transition’ (see below and
[20]), was also observed at theHoxA locus [12]. Of note, interactions
appearing speciﬁcally when the centromeric TAD becomes tran-
scriptionally active do not necessarily correspond to strong autono-
mous enhancer sequences. While the island II-1 sequence could
driveminimal promoter expression right into theHoxd digit expres-
sion territory, thus demonstrating its genuine enhancer potential
[14,21], the digit-speciﬁc island III was unable to elicit a similar reg-
ulatory activity in the same conditions [21]. These observations sug-
gest that the activation of a TAD into a ‘transcription-positive’mode,
via exposure to tissue-speciﬁc factors, may impact its internal con-
ﬁguration, leading to the detection of novel structural interactions
involving target genes, yet not necessarily associated with an
enhancer sequence. We refer to such speciﬁc interactions lacking
an autonomous regulatory potential as ‘semi-constitutive’.
4. A regulatory switch from TAD to TAD
As a result of the regulatory switch from an active telomeric
TAD/inactive centromeric TAD to an active centromeric TAD/inac-
tive telomeric TAD, some of the genes located at the border
between both domains (mostly Hoxd11, Hoxd10 and Hoxd9) will
change their interaction tropism along with time. Initially, they
participate to the morphogenesis of the proximal limb by respond-
ing to the telomeric regulation. Therefore, they closely interact
with the telomeric TAD. Subsequently however, this regulation will
terminate, likely leading to a weakening of these interactions, mak-
ing such genes located centrally in the cluster less tightly involved
into this TAD. At the same time, in most distal cells, the cen-
tromeric TAD will start operating on Hoxd13 and Hoxd12, which
are naturally interacting with this TAD, in all conditions (see
above). The strengthening of these interactions, however, may drag
along the centrally located genes, which have now weakened their
contacts with the telomeric TAD (Fig. 1D and E).
This topological switch of a few Hoxd genes from one regulatory
landscape to the other exactly corresponds to the developmental
transition between the proximal (arm and forearm) and the distal
(digits) parts of the limb bud (Fig. 1). Because the second wave of
transcription likely responds to signals emanating from the AER,
which delivers growth signals to the underlying distal cells of the
early limb bud [61,62], the early and late Hoxd expression territo-
ries will segregate and not abut to one another. As a consequence, a
cellular zone where Hoxd genes are not transcribed will appear
(see [20,51,63] and schematics in Fig. 1D and E). This particular cel-
lular territory will generate the mesopodium (the wrist and ankle),
as shown by analyzing mutant genetic conditions in mice and
human [64,65].This remarkable bimodal and sequential regulatory strategy not
only gives a mechanistic explanation to the collinear distribution
of Hoxd expression domains during limb development but also
supports the idea of a clear evolutionary distinction in both the
times and mechanisms of occurrence, between our ‘proximal’
limbs and the most distal part of our appendages, the digits. The
existence of two adjacent TADs ﬂanking the HoxD cluster was nev-
ertheless also observed in teleost ﬁshes [15] suggesting that such a
regulatory organization during limb development evolved in tetra-
pods by the co-option of a pre-existing TAD along with the emer-
gence of digits. The regulatory function (if any) of this ‘ancestral’
TAD is elusive but may relate to the implementation of the colli-
near mechanism at work during the elongation of the major body
axis, a process that naturally predated the emergence of limbs.
5. Tissue-speciﬁc structural transitions within TADs
Recent studies of both the HoxA and HoxD clusters have
revealed that other organs or tissues controlled by these genes
make use of the same regulatory architectures to implement
long-range transcriptional controls (Fig. 2A and B). For instance,
both posterior Hoxa and Hoxd genes are strongly transcribed dur-
ing the development of the external genital organs. Like limbs,
mammalian genitalia develop following a distal outgrowth. The
incipient genital tubercle (GT), which will give rise to the future
penis or clitoris [66–69] follows morphogenetic mechanisms glob-
ally similar to those operating during digits formation involving
the same signaling pathways and major developmental regulators
(see [62,66,70]), thus suggesting that similar genetic programs are
implemented [71]. Accordingly, the same Hox genes are patterning
these embryonic structures (Fig. 2C) [4,13,72] and mice inactivated
for both Hoxa13 and Hoxd13 functions are lacking digits and exter-
nal genitals [73–75].
Genetic and biochemical analyses have shown that for both
HoxA and HoxD clusters, the long range regulations associated with
GT development rely upon the same regulatory landscapes than
those controlling expression in digits and are consequently associ-
ated with the same TADs (Fig. 2A and B) [14]. However, when care-
fully examined, the 4C interaction proﬁles established either by
Hoxa13 or by Hoxd13 in GT and digits cells, though very similar,
still displayed some signiﬁcant differences. When using GT cells,
Hoxd13 contacted at least two DNA regions, always within the
same TAD, which were not as clearly detected when using digit
cells. In addition, these regions had strong enhancer activity in
the developing genitalia. Conversely, an interaction peak present
when using digits was not scored with the GT material (Fig. 2B).
Similar tissue-speciﬁc differences in intra-TAD interactions were
also observed at the HoxA locus [14]. Therefore, it appears that
within the same general TAD structure, slightly different regula-
tory architectures are formed either in GT or in digit cells, i.e. in
two cases where a strong positive transcriptional outcome is pro-
duced. This transcriptional response is virtually identical in both
conditions [13] and hence these minor structural differences may
not impact upon the readout of the system. Instead, they simply
illustrate various possibilities for transcription factors to interact
within such pre-existing chromatin structures to elicit comparable
responses, yet in different contexts.
Two kinds of structural differences can thus be observed within
these TADs during Hox gene regulation in vivo, at both HoxA and
HoxD loci. First, a transition occurs from a transcriptionally silent
structure to an active conﬁguration. This transition involves a clear
internal re-organization in contacts, even though the global extent
of the TAD remains the same [12,21]. In addition, more subtle struc-
tural differences exist between the same TAD when active in dis-
tinct tissues, such as in GT and digits cells. In this case, most
contact regions are shared, indicating a comparable backbone, with
Fig. 2. TADs as genomic niches to evolve long-range pleiotropic regulations. (A) Schematized distribution of TADs over ca. 2.8 Mb including the HoxD locus (in purple) [data
extracted from [30]]. (B) 4C smoothed interaction proﬁles established by Hoxd13 (orange bar) either in E15.5 genital tubercle (GT) cells (top), or in E12.5 digit cells (bottom)
[data from [14]]. In both contexts, the majority of interactions occurs within one Mb, centromeric to the cluster, corresponding to a gene desert and matching the centromeric
TAD (blue shaded area). Weaker interactions are scored at more centromeric positions (gray shaded area) and also within the telomeric TAD, which contains the forelimb
regulatory modalities (yellow). Although many interaction peaks are shared between the two tissues, some of them show a clear preference for one given tissue and are found
either in GT or in digits (arrows). (C) Hoxd13 is transcribed in both digits and GT [4], adapted from [14]. (D) The centromeric TAD (blue) can thus be found in two similar yet
not identical conﬁgurations, leading to the same high transcriptional activity in both digits (bottom left) and GT (bottom right). The slight differences in conformations are
likely induced by various tissue-speciﬁc factors (yellow or blue), whereas other factors may be shared between the two tissues (yellow and blue) or be of semi-constitutive
nature (gray). The existence of a TAD as a preformed, poised regulatory architecture may have served as a backbone to evolve long-range pleiotropic regulations, offering
niches to potential enhancers and an appropriate transcriptional read-out. Adapted from [14].
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suggest that most of the TAD architecture is conserved in various
regulatory active situations, though with punctual differences
likely induced by speciﬁc transcription factors [14]. Therefore, at
least at Hox loci, strong constitutive regulatory structures exist,
which can be slightly – yet speciﬁcally – modiﬁed in various onto-
genic contexts to elicit a common transcriptional response (Fig. 2D).
Such a transition from an inactive TAD toward several possible
active conformations suggests that a ﬁxed number of distinct chro-
matin states can be formed within the structural constraints
imposed by the intrinsic TAD architecture, a process somewhat
similar to allosteric transitions [76], yet applied to large chromatin
structures [14,77]. In this view, TADs can be seen as permissive
regulatory systems, poised to respond to external signals.
Accordingly, tissue-speciﬁc transcription factors may have littleinstructive role in the building of this structure [42]. Whether or
not such regulatory architectures are ﬂuctuating in their internal
organization, with a high dynamics in contacts (see [78]) is difﬁcult
to evaluate. In any case, the 4C proﬁles reveal that some conﬁgura-
tions are largely favored over others. The direct visualization of
TADs in embryonic cells will be informative in this respect.
6. Integration and evolution of multiple enhancers in cis
Interestingly, TADs often contain range of enhancer sequences,
which can have either the same, related or distinct functional
speciﬁcities (see e.g. [44,79]) (Fig. 3A and B). Here again, long-
range regulation at Hox clusters can be used as a paradigm to
understand both the functional reason underlying this organiza-
tion and its evolutionary origin. For example, the digit regulation
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displaying complementary speciﬁcities [12,21] (Fig. 3B). The ﬁnal
transcription pattern is delivered via the combined action of all
enhancers present in the same TAD and partial deletions within
this TAD generates both qualitative and quantitative phenotypes
[21]. Conversely, Hoxd transcription during the budding of the
intestinal cecum relies upon a collection of enhancers displaying
comparable expression speciﬁcity [22], similar to the case of the
Fgf8 gene regulation in the limb bud ectoderm [24] (Fig. 3A). This
series of cecum enhancers is also found restricted within a single
TAD, telomeric to HoxD, which also contains the proximal limb reg-
ulatory sequences. Thus, TADs can include enhancers of unrelated
functionalities, such as those for the cecum and the proximal limbs
(HoxD telomeric TAD) or for the digits and external genitalia (HoxD
centromeric TAD). These different cases illustrate how complex
regulatory systems can use their modularity to generate both
robustness and ﬂexibility [21,44]. They also document the integra-
tive function of TADs (see [24] and Refs. in [25]).
The existence of constitutive regulatory structures [21,29–31]
provides a framework to understand the evolutionary emergence
of multiple enhancers in cis, displaying similar or comparable
speciﬁcities. It was indeed proposed that the presence of a strong
enhancer sequence may have favored the evolution of similar reg-
ulatory sequences at its vicinity (‘regulatory priming’ [16,80]).
Within a constrained chromatin backbone, a particular factor tar-
geted to a speciﬁc enhancer may have a higher probability toFig. 3. TADs as genomic niches to evolve long-range enhancer sequences. A schematic vie
genes (blue). TADs at Hox loci contain multiple enhancer sequences, which can display
different tissue-speciﬁcity (pleiotropic effect, see Fig. 2). (A) Because of the general st
transcriptional outcome (left) may increase the probability to evolve a closely located lo
due to the concomitant increase of the transcription read-out, which may have an adap
landscape (stronger blue in the limb buds). (B) Conversely, an enhancer sequence can
exempliﬁed here with the most posterior part of the digital plate, which does not ex
conﬁguration, another factor may compensate for this situation by interacting via differe
the digital plate only (bottom). In this latter example, various enhancers are required t
derived from A and B are similar, they are implemented by various regulatory strategies
lead to various phenotypic effects [21]. Adapted from [21,22].encounter a neighboring DNA sequence and start establishing a
productive interaction, for example by tightening a ‘positive’ archi-
tecture and thus slightly modifying the ﬁnal transcription read-out
in an adaptive manner. In such a case, an optimization of this pro-
tein-DNA interaction could be selected leading to a new enhancer
sequence [22] (Fig. 3A). Accordingly, an evolutionary virtuous cir-
cle may start, whereby the presence of multiple enhancers targeted
by the same factors within a given TAD would increase factor
promiscuity and hence the potential addition of yet additional reg-
ulatory sequences.
7. The evolution of developmental pleiotropic regulations
Another major potential impact of TADs upon the evolution of
regulations concerns genetic loci displaying high pleiotropic func-
tions during development. In the case of Hox genes, pleiotropy can
be considered at two levels: ﬁrst, individual genes are transcribed
at multiple sites during development, by using distinct regulatory
sequences located in a close cis-proximity as revealed by classical
transgenic approaches (e.g. [81]). Secondly, Hox gene clusters as
entities or ‘meta-genes’ [82] also display pleiotropic regulations,
leading to global cluster-speciﬁc expression controls (e.g. [83]). In
the latter case, it was proposed that these long-range regulations
targeting several Hox genes at once could have evolved following
the two genome duplication events, which occurred at the root of
the vertebrate phylum,much like single gene neo-functionalizationw of how TADs can help evolve multiple long-range enhancers acting on two target
either comparable speciﬁcities (A), distinct speciﬁcities in the same tissue (B) or
ructural promiscuity induced by a TAD, a productive interaction with a moderate
w-afﬁnity binding sequence (middle, blue arrow) into a strong binding site (right),
tive value. In such a case, a quantitative effect is expected within the same cellular
be recruited only in part of a tissue, due to the lack of one particular factor, as
press the two target genes (top). Because the TAD provides a poised regulatory
nt modalities and eliciting the same transcriptional read out in the posterior part of
o bring about the ﬁnal transcription pattern. While the two transcription patterns
. As a consequence, targeted mutations of speciﬁc sequences within this TAD would
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rather than evolving another gene-speciﬁc regulatory sequence at
the vicinity of the target locus, global enhancers evolved to control
sub-groups of neighboring genes in a coordinated manner.
The association between the presence of a TAD on the one hand,
and multiple enhancers of various tissue speciﬁcities, on the other
hand, suggests a relation of causality. However, the nature of this
causality is unclear. For instance it is possible that the presence
of several global enhancers dispatched over one Mb lead to the for-
mation of a TAD. Alternatively, an initial TAD may have triggered
the emergence of various enhancer sequences of distinct speciﬁci-
ties. We favor the second scenario whereby an initial TAD was in
place before global regulations started to accumulate at Hox loci.
This alternative however does not rule out the possibility that
the starting point involved a pioneer productive enhancer-pro-
moter interaction, instead of a mere constitutive architecture unre-
lated to transcriptional activity. In the latter scenario, TADs might
be seen as evolutionary playgrounds for the co-option of novel reg-
ulations, due to the pre-existence of a poised chromatin structure
associated with potent target genes and ready to elicit a generic
transcriptional response. Accordingly, even a weak interaction
between a transcription factor and a target sequence within a
TAD could have been productive, leading to a situation where
selection may start operate.
Much like the addition of multiple enhancers with comparable
speciﬁcities (see above), the evolutionary addition of distinct speci-
ﬁc regulations may have re-enforced the organization of interac-
tions within the TAD to further maximize its read-out. TADs
could thus be seen as genomic niches where tissue-speciﬁc factors
may hi-jack a pre-existing transcriptional read-out, providing a
plausible mechanism to the emergence of long-range pleiotropic
regulations in vertebrates [14]. This hypothesis implies that
genetic loci coding for highly pleiotropic developmental factors
(for example transcription factors or signaling molecules) should
be embedded into tightly deﬁned TADs, whereas such a chromatin
organization may not be so easily identiﬁable around genetic loci
with higher cellular specialization or for housekeeping genes [42].
In the case of the HoxD cluster, the presence of the two ﬂanking
TADs was also observed in teleost ﬁshes, with a partition in the
interactions established by Hoxd genes similar to those observed
in mammals [15]. Even though these ﬁshes do not represent an
ancestral form of amniotes, they lack any obvious trace of digits
and external genitalia. Therefore, the limb and GT enhancers
described in tetrapods were likely not required for (or did not co-
evolved with) the existence of this particular TAD, suggesting that
a pre-existing architecture was co-opted. This raises the question
of the evolutionary origin of such structures and future analyses
of early chordata genomes may be informative in this respect, as
discussed above. The fact that both HoxA and HoxD clusters display
the same general organization of their TADs [12,20] indeed suggests
that this particular chromatin topology predated the genome dupli-
cations accompanying the emergence of vertebrates [14].
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